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Trends
• Technology Evolution
- More Commercial Technologies in critical government operations

• Disaster and Contingency Operations
- reconstitution
- reallocation of resources
- infrastructure-free operations

• Security and Reslience
- Operations in contested environments

Use Cases and Field Experiments for National Security and Emergency Response
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Telephony wiring

FCC Frequency Allocations

Capabilities for public-sector needs
Disaster and Contingency Operations
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Capabilities for Emergency Response
Situational Awareness via Video Distribution for Public Safety

• Experiments of commercial technologies with
State and Local Public Safety
• Tests have been performed/are planned in
the following cities
 Houston July 2015
 Chicago August 2015
 Houston February 2016
 Houston January-February 2017
 Grant County WA – June 2017
 Adams County IN – 2018
 Salt Lake City -- 2018

First Responders Group
Office of Interoperability and Compatibility

Integrates commercial LTE, deployable LTE, and ATSC with operations centers
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In Houston
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Houston: February 2016
• Objectives:
- Evaluate integrated network
consisting of ad hoc LTE
backhaul and datacasting
- Evaluate datacasting
performance under stressing
conditions

• Results:
- Successfully integrated a
deployable LTE system with
Harris County’s Band 14
network and the Internet.
- Successfully integrated Band
14, commercial wireless and
public Internet with datacasting
- Successfully maintained system
performance under load

Integrated Test Configurations
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At NRG Park
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Unplanned Test Event
Severe Traffic Accident outside Stadium
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On Lake Michigan
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Chicago: August 2015
• Two scenarios:

- Rescue on Lake Michigan
- USCG Operations on Lake Michigan

• Objectives:

- Verify datacasting coverage
- Validate utility in maritime operations

• Results:

- Validated ability to receive high quality
range on Lake Michigan; datacasting
reception continued after loss of cellular
coverage (with USCG)
- Datacasting reception was strong, even
at speeds of 30 knots
- Rescue scenario with Chicago Police
Dept. (CPD) and Chicago Fire Dept.
(CFD) limited due to priority needs
- Presented capability to CPD and CFD
and received positive feedback

Datacasting Laptop on United States
Coast Guard (USCG)
Ship on Lake Michigan
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The Changing Secure Mobile Landscape
• Multicarrier, multitechnology
marketplace
• Converged packetbased services

• Highly capable
mobile devices
• Ever-expanding
capabilities
• Sophisticated
unclassified
algorithms
• Broadly available
commercial
implementations

Telecom
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Evolution of Secure Mobile Solutions
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Secure devices with
Type 1 crypto

Secure Device-toDevice over Carrier
Voice Service
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Wireless Access
Network

🔒
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Commercial devices
with CSfC crypto

Commercial
Network

MACP
devices

Services

Secure Device-to-Enterprise
Carrier Data Services
CSfC: Secure Device-to-Enterprise
over Carrier Data over
Services

Dial Tone

CSfC
Crypto

Email

Priority Services and Secure Mobility
Unclassified Mobile Calls
Unclassified
Carrier Voice

Wireless Priority Service (WPS) using
feature code (*272) on Carrier Voice Services

Legacy Secure Mobile Calls
Carrier Voice and then
“Go Secure Mode”

SME PED, etc.

New commercial based crypto
(Commercial Solutions for Classified)
Voice Call Over Data
No Carrier Voice Services

🔒
Priority for CSfC Secure Comms
requires adapting WPS

LTE Priority Services for Secure Communications
Cellular Network

LTE Cell

(1) Common Mechanisms
for Priority Access to LTE Cell

Wireline Network

LTE Core

WPS/VoLTE will rely on signaling
using the carrier voice service

VoLTE
IMS

PSTN
GETS

(2) Different Mechanisms for invoking end-toend priority service

CSfC Enterprise Mobile
Infrastructure (GOV)

CSfC uses carrier data service and encrypted “over the top”
secure voice from the classified government infrastructure

🔒

Radio
Access

Core
Network

IP
Transport

Potential congestion & overload points

CSfC will require additional mechanisms in carrier networks and
end user devices to support end-to-end priority services
IMS: IP Multimedia Subsystem
PSTN: Public Switch Telephone Network
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Evolution of the 5G Ecosystem
National Security and Emergency Response

• Technology Evolution
- More Commercial
- CSfC

• Disaster and Contingency Operations
- infrastructure-free operations
- reallocation of resources

• Security
- Operations in contested environments

• Experimentation
- Scenarios
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Summary
• Secure communications is shifting away from SCIP to a new architecture based on CSfC
• CSfC secure voice and other secure services are delivered as extensions of a secure
enterprise
• CSfC uses IP-based commercial cryptographic protocols
• New mechanisms under study for WPS to provide end-to-end priority for secure services
based on CSfC
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Major Findings
• Datacasting is easy to install and easy to use and provides highly reliable
content delivery
• Integrated communications architectures with cellular backhaul feeding
datacasting are feasible
• Integrated architectures with disparate communications technologies and
an application friendly ecosystem provide enhanced resiliency and
situational awareness
• Although service providers can augment capacity in venues during major
events (using COWS, etc.), areas on the periphery may remain congested.
Datacasting can be used to alleviate congestion in these areas.
• Use of video is highly desired by the first responder community; first
responders cited the added confidence associated with being able to view
incidents visually
• Reliable delivery of video from airborne platforms is critical
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Final Thoughts
• Full value of datacasting likely will not be realized until ATSC 3.0 standard
is adopted
- ATSC 3.0 will enable datacasting reception using handheld devices
- Datacasting could provide unique ability to simultaneously disseminate data content
(maps, images, evacuation plans, video) to hundreds of first responders with handheld
devices during a major event
- Datacasting could enable public safety community to disseminate data to the public

• Datacasting (with ATSC 3.0) can help mitigate loss of communications due
to power grid failure
- Based upon observations from US Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico following Hurricane
Maria
- There are cases when it would be easier to provide electricity and/or fuel for generators
to a handful of television stations than power/fuel thousands of cell sites
 There are 2600 cell sites in Puerto Rico; 3100 in Harris County TX (Houston)
- Ability to provide basic information – location of water, shelter, damaged infrastructure –
to the public would be a useful capability
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Final Thoughts (2)
• There is a need for improved quantitative metrics for assessing the utility and performance of
networks
- The team was highly dependent on subjective end user evaluations
- This is true both for utility and for video quality assessment
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Other DHS Activities with Datacasting
• Datacasting was also successfully used by the City of Houston during the
following events
 2016 GOP Presidential Debate
 2016 NCAA Men’s Basketball Championship Finals
 2016 Fourth of July Celebration
 2015 Memorial Weekend Flooding
 2016 “Tax Day” Flood
 Hurricane Harvey 2017
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DHS Datacasting Experiments
• The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology (S&T) Directorate First
Responders Group (FRG) Office of Interoperability and Compatibility (OIC) has conducted a series
of critical experiments to evaluate the effectiveness and utility of datacasting for public safety
• Tests have been performed/are planned in the following cities
 Houston July 2015
 Chicago August 2015
 Houston February 2016
 Houston January-February 2017
 Grant County WA – June 2017
 Adams County IN – 2018
 Salt Lake City -- 2018

Situational Awareness for First Responders
• Datacasting leverages available capacity in a broadcast signal to provide a
resilient additional communications channel for first responders
• Television stations are allocated bandwidth sufficient to achieve a
continuous capacity of approximately 20 Mbps
- The capacity required to broadcast audio and video programming varies
- On average, there are approximately 2 to 2.5 Mbps capacity available

• Digital content is Internet Protocol (IP) encapsulated, encrypted, and
multiplexed into the digital television signal and broadcast
• Broadcast signals can be captured via a UHF/VHF antenna and receiver
and converted back to understandable content
• Access controls are appended to the digital signal to limit access to
targeted end users

• The signal can be encrypted to required standards to ensure security
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Potential Benefits
• Datacasting is a broadcast technology; it provides efficient one to many transmission and is
infinitely scalable
- It represents an efficient method for wide dissemination of content (for example, datacasting is well adapted to
transmitting large files or videos to a large number of recipients)

• Datacasting leverages Public Broadcasting System infrastructure and is therefore highly reliable
• Datacasting operates on licensed frequency and a portion of this bandwidth can be dedicated to
public safety
- Datacasting does not compete with commercial wireless services
- Allocation can be increased during emergencies

• Upon adoption of the ATSC 3.0 standard, it will be possible to datacast content directly to
handheld devices – both those of first responders and the public

Houston: January/February 2017
• Objectives:

- Observe
and
evaluate
the
integrated
communications
capabilities – including datacasting,
Band 14 and application enhanced
situational
awareness
–
implemented by Houston and
Harris County for Super Bowl LI

• Results:

- End to end video solutions
developed to support datacasting
used
effectively
to
support
emergency response to serious
accident outside NRG Park
- Observed enhanced situational
awareness – collaboration, geolocations, video streaming –
achieved using applications
- Identified potential areas of
congestion in around downtown
and NRG Stadium

Map of LTE Congestion around
NRG Stadium during Super Bowl LI
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Houston: July 2015
• Two scenarios:
- Incident on University of Houston
Campus
- Incident at NRG Park; pursuit on
Houston Metro Light Rail

• Objectives:
- Assess feasibility of datacasting in
simple, representative scenarios
- Obtain end user feedback regarding
utility

• Results:
- Successful integration with UH EOC and
dissemination of video from Houston
Police Department (HPD) cameras
- End user observers expressed interest in
obtaining capability especially the ability
to observe events inside a building
before entering

University of Houston (UH)
Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
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LTE Congestion in Downtown Houston

Service providers were able to augment capacity within the venues (NRG
Stadium and Discovery Green Park); however cell service on periphery, where
first responders would likely deploy, remain heavily congested
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Questions?
John Contestabile
Johns Hopkins University/Applied Physics Lab, Program
Manager
Emergency Response Systems
John.contestabile@jhuapl.edu
Cuong Luu
DHS S&T Program Manager
Communications
cuong.luu@HQ.DHS.GOV

Why a new architecture for secure mobile?
Mobile network
evolution makes legacy
secure mobile obsolete

Legacy Secure Comms Interop
Protocol (SCIP) Devices

New NSA Direction for
Protecting Classified
Communications

New Communications Architecture for Secure Mobile
Building on NSA's Commercial Solutions for Classified
•

Uses commercial products to protect classified data

•

Solutions designed using “Capability Packages” of approved
off-the-shelf user devices, commercial infrastructure and
unclassified implementations of cryptography

•

Allows a secure enterprise to field new solutions quickly

• CSfC Uses a Layered Security Approach.
- Hardware/Software Vendor Diversity
- Layered Encryption using IP-based commercial
cryptographic protocols
- Multiple Authentication Layers
- Unclassified (Suite B) Cryptography
- Carrier Network Pass-Through to a Secure
Enterprise Service Environment

Gorge Amphitheatre, Grant County, Washington
• Objectives:
- Evaluate integrated network consisting of 17
technologies
- Evaluate potential solutions for operations in
remote environments

• Results:
- Successfully integrated datacasting using a portable
white space transmitter with other technologies
- Successfully demonstrated ability to disseminate
UAS video
- Successfully validated utility of distributed UAS
video in firefighting scenario – utility validated by
firefighters on hand
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Datacasting Architecture in Grant County
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